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CRITICAL NOTES

JANUS PARALLELISM IN JOB
AND ITS LITERARY SIGNIFICANCE

In a recent article in this journal, Anthony Ceresko suggested that we see the
famous crux interpretum 1D'~ ~., in Amos 1:3,6,9, 11, 13; 2:1, 4, 6 as an example of
the sophisticated literary device known as "Janus parallelism."1 The tenn, which was
coined by Cyrus Gordon,2 describes a situation in which the second stich of a tristich
contains a pun that parallels in a polysemous way both the previous and follo\ving stichs.
To illustrate, I refer to Ceresko's frequently repeated Janus in Amos.
Because of three wicked acts of GNand now a fourth! 1D.tI:i~~.,
And I will send fire and it shall devour. . .

\
~

As Ceresko points out, the expression 1J:J'~ ~., may be read both as "I will not let
him return (to me)" (Le., from the root :J'1t/:i)
and as "I will indeed fan/blow upon it (Le.,
the fire [of my fury])" (Le., from the root :Jtl:iJ).As the former, the expression parallels the
previous mention of wicked acts not to be forgiven; and as the latter, 'J:J'~ ~., faces
ahead to the mention of a devouring fire.
As Ceresko's article demonstrates, the list of known Janus parallels continues to
grow.3 Moreover, the device also has been discovered in Ugaritic, Akkadian, Arabic, and
Sumerian literature as well.4

1 Anthony R. Ceresko, "Janus
1:3-2:16): JBL 113 (1994) 485-90.
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2 C. H. Cordon, "New Directions," BASP 15 (1978) 59. Note, however, that the device was
discovered already by David Yellin, albeit called by another name in his j:n:J "~'j,'" .,~: Tarin;

1 (1929) 1-17.
3 See, e.g., W. C. E. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry: A Guide to It$ Technlque.t (JSOTSup
26; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1984) 159. For a complete catalogue and discussion,
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Despite the recent headway that scholars have made in searching out examples of
Janus parallelism, little effort has been made to situate the device within its literary context. What has resulted is a mere cataloguing of examples, without a discussion of the
function of Janus parallelism.
What I hope to demonstrate is that Janus 'parallelism can serve a function beyond
mere rhetorical and literary embellishment. I will limit my remarks to the book of Job
and to a few of the many Janus parallels found therein.s I have chosen Job because it is a
lengthy poetic discourse teeming \vith wordplay and one that sets up a protaganist, Job,
against four opponents in what may be described as a type of theological poetic contest.
As Elihu impatiently put it in 33:5: n::l~-m 'J5:)"n;:)i.P'"::l'dn ";:)'!Iir:~, "If you are able,
respond to me, prepare for the co~test, take your stand."
.
Note that within this literary context of debate such word-savvy wit takes on the
character of a highly charged demonstration of one-upmanship. Thus, we must not
divorce the literary device from its context. It \vill prove worthwhile, therefore, to
develop this context further before demonstrating the function of Janus parallelism.
That the argumentative context of the book of Job is one that involves crafty language
can be seen most easily by the Jobian characters' references to words. Indeed, when one
examines the remarks made about words by each of the characters in the book of Job,
Job's opponents' concern \vith his double-talk becomes evident. For example, in 15:2-6
Eliphaz rhetorically asks Job:
Does a wise man answer with windy opinions, and fill his belly with the east
wind? Should he argue with useless talk, with words that are of no worth?
You subvert piety and restrain prayer to God. Your sinfulness dictates your
.speech , so you choose crafty language.
In 34:2-3, Elihu exhorts: "Hear my words, wise ones, and give ear to my l-nowledge, for
the ear tests words as the palate tastes food," and again in 34:16: "Therefore, understand
and hear this, listen to what I say." These repeated exhortations to listen carefully are
important here, for they signal a necessity to pay attention not only to the content of
Elihu's message but also to the manner in which he delivers it-that is, through crafty
language. Witness also his words in 33:8: "Indeed, you have stated in my hearing, I
heard the sound of your words" (1"'D "y). Elihu's use here of the word "y ("sound") is
suggestive of the manner in which Job speaks.
It is in such statements by Elihu that we may discern a subtextual doctrine regarding wordplay. For example, in 36:1 Elihu makes Job aware that despite his prowess at
paronomasia and polysemy, it is God who is the grand manipulator: "Wait a little, and I
will declare; that moreover words belong to God:' According to Elihu, it is God who creates words, and thus he alone can exploit the potentially powerful relationships between
words: p::>'1D::l
COD::lni' nip 1n' .,~ 1"1001':)
nip C'iloo, m:no ~'I:1iiiinn 1D,"the storm
wind comes from its chamber, and the cold from its constellations; by the breath of God
ice is formed, and the expanse of water becomes solid" (37:9-10). Note here how it is

Sumerologica 17 (1995) 342-44; Jean-Georges Heintz. .M)th(olog)~mes d'epoque a~orrite et
amphibologie en ARMT XXVI, 419, II. 3'-21'?" Nouvelles Ass'Jriologiques Breves et Utilitaires
(1994) 59.
5 See my dissertation (cited in n. 3) for additionaJ Jobian examples of the device.
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the breathing of God that is credited with turning "cold" (;"Tip)into "ice" (nip), a change
that requires of a speaker only a harder breath.
Moreover, it is in the characters' expressed concern for words and their manipulation that one finds oblique references to wordplay. For instance, in 6:3 Job states that his
grief compels his manner of speech: ,.11?'u' P ?11,"On account of this have I spoken
indistinctly."6 The havoc that Job's wordplays wreak on the ears of his friends becomes a
source of contention between them. Hence, in 4:12 Eliphaz remarks on Job's subtlety:
';"TJO
r~iD'J~ npm ~r i~' '?~, "A word came to me in secret, my ear caught but a whisper of it."7It is Job's attempt to enter and \\in the debate that compels Bildad to bestow
on him the epithet r"~" '::>Jp("word-hunter," 18:2).8
Let us now take a look at the game of Job's hunt by turning to a Janus parallelism
in Job 7:6-7:
)i~ ':JO"'1' '~' 6
mpn o~~~ ,.,~"
"n n'i '~ i~t 7
~~ m~i" ')'.11~'tDn~.,
6. My days are more trifling!!than a weaver's shuttle. They go \\ithout mpn.
7. Remember, my life is but a wind, my eyes \\ill see no more good.
Here the word ;"T,.,nmeans both "thread" and "hope." As the former, it parallels "a
weaver's shuttle" in line 6,10and as the latter it parallels the expression of Job's failing
hope in line 7, ~,~ m~i" ')'.11~,dn ~? Cementing the connection is the appearance of
~,~ in conjunction \\ith ;"T,.,nin Prov 11:23. Moreover, :r-ynis used \\ith the root ;"T~ialso
in Prov 26:12 and Ezek 19:5.
The LXX'sKEV'fl
EA7tUhand Vulgate's spe both reflect only "hope:'ll However, the
Vulgate's addition in 7:6a of quam a te:rente tela succiditur, "(more) than the web is cut
by the weaver," suggests an attempt to render the Hebrew allusion to thread. The Targum, however, finds an apt circumlocution to capture the pun: Ki:lO n""~ '1pc~, 'n~,
"they wear out (or: weave) and are cut off \\ithout hope." !'\ote here thatrl""~, aside
from meaning '\\ithout," also may allude to r.", ("thread"p2 a meaning that the reader

6 Cf. the reference to slurred speech in Obad 16. All translations are the author's own.
7 Even ifEliphaz here refers to his own revelatory experience. a concern with allusive speech
is apparent.
6 With R. Cordis, The Book of Job: CommentanJ. New Translation, and Special Studies (New
York: Jewish Theological Seminary, 1978) 190. See also Scott B. !'oegel, .Another Look at Job
18:2,3: Jewish Bible Quarterly 23/3 (1995) 159~1.
g In agreement with Heidi M. Szpek, "The Peshitta on Job 7:6: 'My Days Are Swifter Than
an )j~:" JBL 113 (1994) 287-90.
1011also may be connected to two roots in line 5: o:!, (.clothed") and j!)1J (.dust"), which
may reflect the garment called g'prin Ugaritic. See C. H. Gordon, UT. 465, s.v. g'pd 1106:7, cf. 24):
.20 (pr garments."
11LSJ, 537; Oxford Latin DictionanJ (ed. R. C. Palmer et aI.: Oxford: Clarendon, 1968-82),
180~
(hereafter OLD).
12E.g., BDB, 195. The Peshitta renders
does not mean "thread" in Syriac. Cf. mpn"'"
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was to catch, especially after noticing the extra verb pOD("cut"). Rashi, ibn Ezra, Moshe
Qimhi, Ralbag, and Y.Altschuler's Metsudat David all appear to have been av.-areof the
- pun, and many modem commentators who have defined this word have noted the presence of a wordplay.13Though aware of the pun, W. Michel, following E. Dhorme, ren-

dered "and ceasewiththe end of a thread."l4

.

That the poet of the book of Job deliberately placed both meanings into Job's
mouth can be seen by Bildad's referential reply in 8:14-15: o1p' ~
iJM rpn n1pm
,nO:lQaj':D.Pn'J' ,'?o::>,"the hope of the godless will perish; his confidence is a mere gos- '.
samer thread; his trust, but a spider's web." Bildad, in an effort to "one-up" Job in the
poetic contest, not only utilized both meanings of mpn but transforme<! the )i~
("weaver's shuttle") of 7:6 into an C'J::>.P("spider"). That the root )i~ occurs in connection with a spider in Isa 59:5 illustrates t~e skill with which both Job and Bildad weave
their remarks. It is here that we begin to see the function of Janus parallelism within the
context of a word-contest in Job, namely, as a referential device. It is not merely that the
pivot word parallels the previous and follo\ving stichs but that the polysemous root used
in the construction extends in both directions throughout the dialogues. Thus, we may
understand Job's word choice as a play on his previous statement in 3:9 and on Eliphaz's
words in 4:6 and 5:16. In 3:9 Job laments his birth as one who r~' i'~? 1p', "hopes for
light and there is none." In 4:6, it is Eliphaz who asks Job: "Is not your hope (iii'lpn) your
integrity?" Job 5:16, also in the mouth of Eliphaz, reads: ii1pn ?i? 'iin1, "there is hope
for the poor:' That the word ?i ("poor") also may be read as "hanging" (Le., ??i), which
can be used of thread (e.g., ii?i in Isa 38:12), may explain why Job chose to pun on it in
7:6. In 7:2 we read: "as the days of a hireling are his days, as a servant who pants for the
shade, and as a hireling who hopes (mp') for his wage." Note how ii1p\ "0" and "0'::>
serve to establish an expectation for the polyseme in 7:6.15Observe also that 7:6 alerts
the reader to the connection by beginning with '0', Thus, ii1pn in 7:6 is an example of
antanaclasis used in a Janus construction. 16The root ii1p is used again for its association
with "marking" in 17:13a (by Job): 'n'J ?,~a:i mp~ C~, "If I must mark Sheol as my
home."11Yet, as if to settle the debate of words and their usages, it is God who thunders
unequivocally from the whirlwind (38:5): 1p ii"'.P iiOj '0, "Who measured it (the earth)
\vith a plumbline?"IS
I

.

13David Yellin, KipO 'ipn-:ll'K (Jerusalem, 1927) 118-19,266:
Marvin Pope, Job (AB 15;
Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1965) 57, 60; Gordis, Book of Job, 66, 80; N, H. Tur-Sinai, The Book
of Job: A New Commentary (Jerusalem: Kiryat Sepher. 1967) 136, 138; A. Guillaume, Studies in the
Book ofJob (Leiden: Brill, 1968) 25, 86.
I~ Walter L Michel, Job in the Light of Northwest Semitic (BibOr 42; Rome: Biblicallnstitute Press, 1987) 154; E. Dhorme, Le Livre de Job (Paris: Lecoffre, 1926) 91.
IS This may explain the polysemous line in 9:25 as well, which rests on the expectation built
up by the use of'o".
16 For antanaclasis, see Jack Sasson, '\Vordplay in the Old Testament:
IDBSup, 968-70;
Anthony Ceresko, -rhe Function of Antanaclasis (m~' 'to find' II m~' 'to reach, overtake, grasp') in
Hebrew Poetry, Especially in the Book of Qohelet," CBQ 44 (1982) 569.
11Cf. Jer 31:39 and Isa 34:17, where)? occurs with the meaning -mark off (territory)."
IS In !sa 34:11 we find a very similar phraseology connecting
-marking/measuring"
with
destruction: \,::J 'DKl \,n )? 71'?)1 71t:m..This strengthens the connection between Yahweh's words
in Job 38:5 and Job's and his friends' previous uses of the root 71)?
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Another example ofJanus parallelism can be found in Job 20:23-24.
'\XI:Jt+.'?o" 'i1' 23

1<

,~t+.pin 'C n',d'
1O1n'?:J10".\7 ;00'1

"li:J ptZiJOni::!' 24
iW1nJr.dp ""~'rtn
23. To fill his belly to the full. He will send his wrath against him. And rain
down upon him 1O1n'?:J.
24. If he flees from an iron weapon. a bronze arrow \\ill pierce him.
The word 'IO1n'?:Itypically has.been understood as "in his battle-fury." as if derived
from the root c:n'?("do battle"). 19However, as the phrase follows upon "to fill his belly to"
the full," the reader is invited to understand 'IOm:J as "for his bread. food," with em' as

a by-formofen' ("bread";cf. the segholatenoun i~~ and its derived nominalform i1i~)
[albeit feminine J. or perhaps the related words elp. and !:'01"1p).20
Consequently. there is reason to see two meanings in 'IO1!":?=
in Job 20:23-24. With
the meaning "with his food"'IO1n':I reminds us of"Uo:J~,o, ii" "to fill his belly"; with

the meaning "in his battle-fury," the polyseme foreshadows:1.-;£:I;~;"'i
'li:J

ptZiJOniJ'

i1tZi1m
ntZip."ifhe flees from an iron weapon, a bronze arrow will pierce him."2\ Note that
the former parallel is bolstered by the use of en'? as "food" in conjunction with the verb
~'?o in Prov 20:17. As "fighting" en' parallels ~'?o in Jer 33:5. Note also that the root CIi'
means "fight" in Job 15:23-24; 15:26 and may have pro\ided the poet \\ith the referential impetus' for the pun here. The connection of'lO1li': with the weapons of war in v. 24
also is strengthened by a contrast between E:m,("bread") andrc? ("bow") in 2 Kgs 6:22.
Thus Job 20:23-24 is a Janus parallel.22
Sandiah Caon, Rashi, and Y. Altschuler's Metsudat David and Metsudat Zion render 'IO1n'?:1
as "battle-fury," whereas ibn Ezra and Ralbag translate 1-.oD "on his flesh."
Moshe Qimhi renders 1'?::M 1t+.1jqJ:1as "his flesh or his food." The modem commentators, for example, David Yellin, Marvin Pope, and R. Cordis,;!.:!render\\ith the LXXand

\9 So BDB, 535.
20Along with HALAT. 2.499. Others choose to emend the 'word. e.g-. KB, 478. For the relationship of segholates to qetiil forms, see Constance Wallace Cordon, -Qetiil Nouns in Classical
Hebrew: Abr-Nahrain 29 (1991) 83-86.
21em may mean "battle-fury" in Job 15:23 as well.
11Note a semantically similar word play in the Epic ofGi1gamcsh. Tablet XI:45-47:
4SHe will bring you a harvest of wealth.
46in the morning kukki-cakes
.7 and in the evening. he will shower down a rain of wheat (kibiiti).
Noteworthy here is the use of the Akkadian words kukki in line 46, both -a type of cake" and "darkness: and kibati in line 47. both "wheat- and "oppression, calamit)"." See CAD K 498. S.v. kukki. A
similar play on the polyvalent root 111mmay adhere also in Ugaritic. See Gordon. UT, 'Anat
IV:67-68: [ba~l.mll}mt [a.flt.btpnn ddy[ym] ask [11m] lkb a~ ar{bdd] 1kb[d 1]d/JI.y1t, "Shall I put
bread (war) in [the earth]? Shall I set mandrakes in the dust? I shall pour [peace] in the midst of the
earth, a plethora [oflo\'ely things] in the mids[t of the fi]elds." Cf. ~um 11:4-9. where the object
that rains from the sk,. (i.e., manna) brings sustenance and not destruction.
13Yellin. :n'~. 144; Pope,Job. ISO, 153; Gordis, Book ofJob. 210. 219.
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l'ulgate.24 whereas S. R. Driver and Dhonne follow the Targum's Mllesh,bread.~ N. H.
Tur-Sinai and A. Guillaume differ greatly, the former giving the reading "upon their
cheeksM(requiring him to emend and to revocalize), and the latter opting for Mintohis
very bowels" without comment.26 Of special interest is J. Hartley's remark (even though
he does not note the forward parallel to the weapons of war): "With its first meaning MT
is understood as 'on his flesh: This affords a good parallel with 'his belly' in the first line.
With the second meaning MT reads 'in his wrath'; the parallel is then with 'his burning
anger."'27
The divergence between the LXX,2SVulgate. and Peshitta. on the one hand. and
the Targum, ibn Ezra, and Ralbag. on the other, demonstrates that Job 20:23-24 was
understood in multiple ways. The significance of this Janus is dependent largely on the
context of chap. 20. Previously. in Job 20:12-16, Zophar described the e\;ldoer as follows:

~
~v.'
N.c,~
C,
.~q5
~,~ ~,>" ~
~~ ~'l;C
\~..\.o
~
'- 1I.
&~ c
~...
~

-\

\~,

\

Though evil is sweet to his mouth, and, he conceals it under his tongue;
though he saves it. (and) does not let it go. (he) holds it inside his mouth. His
food (~n") in his bowels turns into asps' venom (ni'io) within him. The
riches he swallows he vomits; God empties it out of his stomach ('t:c:J:O).~e
sucks the poison of asps; the tongue of the viper kills him.
The evildoer to whom Zophar refers is Job, whose dangerous words are compared to a
serpent's venom, which. though concealed (perhaps by way of polysemy), will devour

,

U The LXX renders our Janus as 6U1l0V opyijc; ("torrent of pain- [lit., anger]). Note that
6UII°(J) means -make angry, provoke- (LSJ, BlO). Is it possible that this expression was chosen
because Eru,.1oc;also means "appetite, desire for food and drink- (LSJ, B10)? See, e,g., Iliad 4.263
and Odyssey 17."603. With a slightly dilTerent accent, which is not required for puns to be elTective,
we may read also 6Uj.lov,"a mixture of thyme with honey and vinegar: that is, food (LSJ, 810). l'ote
also that &iilla (-an animal slaughtered for food") is used by the LXX in Gen 43:16. For the elTectiveness of Greek puns utilizing dilTerent accents, see the comments of Frederick AlII, Metaforowtions: Soundplay and Wordplay in Ovid and Other Classical Poets (Ithaca, 1\1": Cornell University
Press, 1985) 35-40.
That the targumist rendered the pivoting lexeme with ii"?;:;::1 ("into his burnt [deca)'ed] carcass- or "flake of flesh-) suggests an awareness of the meaning "battle-fury.- This is how the Targum translates "'00 in Job 41:15 (M. Jastrow, A Dietiona".! of the Targumirn, the Talmrld Babli and
Yerushalmi, and the Midrash/c LIterature [New York: Juda/ca Press, 1989] 15'i7 -87). At least one

manuscript translates with ii'::Iip::l,which might be a play on "innards.- Interestingly, one finds no
reason to see here the meaning "anger- or "battle-fury.- The S)'riac, on the other hand, like the
LXX, seems to favor the meaning "battle-furyrendering
it with iimJr. ::Ii?::I, " ith war-like
strength: Though ::lip, as in the Targum, might play on "innards- <J. Payne Smith, A Compendius
Syriac Diet/onan} (rev. ed.; Oxford: Clarendon, 1979) 517). Similar is the \'ulgate's bel/urn suum'~v,:,;~/,;,

("his warfare-; OLD, 228-29).
New Translation (2 vols,; New York: Scribner's Sons, 1921) 1.180; 2.141; Dhorrne, Le LIvre, 274.
t6 Tur-Sina/, Book ofJob, 318; Guillaume, Studies, 43.
27J. Hartley, The Book ofJob (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988) 303 n. 20. Lester L. Grabbe
also finds support for both meanings (Comparative Philology and the Text of Job: A Study in
Methodowgy [SBLDS 34; Missoula. MT: Scholars Press, 1977) 77),
:ISEven the LXXmay be seen as between the camps. See the comments above,
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him eventually. Zophar's discourse should not be separated from his use of the pivot
ll.:nn'::1in 20:23 only a few verses later. Support for this connection comes from }t:I:l
("stomach")29 and the root j;o (here "venom. gall"). which appear again in the same
contextin 20:23-25.30Contextually.then, the "food"suggested by'1O1rr,::1
is not "bread"
per se but the wicked words which the evildoer (read: Job) conceals under his tongue
and which become the agent of Cod's wrath. In essence. Zophar is telling Job that his
own words will do him in.
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Though I could cite many additional examples of Janus parallelism in Job and its
referential function within the context of a debate. limitations of space force me to refer
the reader again elsewhere for additional evidence.31
Nevertheless, the evic;lenceabove suggests at least two new avenues for research.
First, with respect to Job 7:6-7 and 20:23-24, the reader will remember that some of the
ancient translations demonstrated an attempt to preserve the polysemy, either through
equally punful renderings or through epexegesis. This suggests not only ,an awareness of
biblical puns during the periods that gave rise to the various versions but also a sociological, perhaps religious, desire to leave them intact. Moreover, such polysemy and other
types of lingual sophistication may explain some of the divergences that the various versions show when compared with the MT.
Second, it should be noted that such secret and allusive linguistic subtleties are
tied up with the characters' understanding of what constitutes wisdom. For example.
Zophar reprimands Jobin 11:2-6 by asking:
Is a multitude of words unanswerable? Must a loquacious person be right?
Your prattle may silence men; you may mock without being rebuked. . . but
would that God speak. and talk to you himself. He would tell you the secrets
of wisdom (it/Dn n1O,.pn).for there are two sides to sagacity (iT'd1n' C',!:):;!),
Wittily, Zophar' ternaries that just as Job has relied on double-talk, so too there are two
sides to God's understanding, one of which Job does not perceive. '\-'hat makes Zophar's
point so poignant is his polysemous wisecrack immediately afterwards: "And know that
God itta' your iniquity" (1l:6c), Here the verb ittd' means both "forget" and "demand
payment for." To Zophar, then, the double side of God's wisdom is that he both forgets
and demands retribution, depending on the patron's perception.32
To each of the characters, hidden speech is equated \\ith wisdom.33In 28:20, the
so-called Hymn to Wisdom, for example,we find the query: "But wisdom, whence does
it come, and where is the place of understanding? For it is hidden from the eyes of all
living things, concealed even from the birds of the air."
In sum, the numerous displays of word-wise wit in the book of Job are to be seen

1:11
Note that 1~:I appears antanaclastically
in 20:20 as .children" as well. For this usage, cr.
Hos 9:16. Such key words help to underscore the lines that contain them, e.g., 20:23.
:JONote that Zophar also exploits the root for its polysemy in Job 20:25.
~l See my dissertation cited in n. 3.
32The connection between wordplay and wisdom also might explain why Zophar's words in
Job 11:2-6 prepare us for Yahweh's speeches. whereas his statement in Job 11:6c brings us toward
the resolution of the epilogue,
:13Cf. Hurvitz, -roward a Precise Definition:
647-50.
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not as mere literary embellishments and flares of poetic style but rather as demonstrations of wit and one-upmanship. Indeed, the sampling offered here is only a handful;
dozens more could be cited.34 Perhaps on a more profound level, such word manipulation should be understood as the very essence of wisdom. We do well to compare also
the opening of the book of Proverbs (1:2, 1:3. 1:6): "To know wisdom and instruction, to
comprehend the words of understanding, to receive the discipline of wisdom. justice.
right. and equity. . . is to understand an allegory, and a figure. the words of the wise,
and their ridd1es.~Clearly. to receive the wisdom and knowledge of the Israelites one
must be capable of discerning meaning by analogy and allusion through wordplay.
Scott B. Noegel
University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195-3650
34See n. 3.
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